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Creative Journal Writing
2009-02-05

winner of the covr award for book of the year 2007 from the 1 creativity publisher in the country
comes our latest creativity bestseller creative journal writing the ultimate book for those who are
looking to use this powerful tool to heal expand and transform their lives in this exceptionally
positive and encouraging book stephanie dowrick frees the journal writer she believes is in virtually
everyone showing through stories and examples that a genuine sense of possibility can be revived on
every page creative journal writing goes way beyond just recording events on paper it can be the
companion that supports but doesn t judge a place of unparalleled discovery and a creative
playground where the everyday rules no longer count proven benefits of journal writing include
reduced stress and anxiety increased self awareness sharpened mental skills genuine psychological
insight creative inspiration and motivation strengthened ability to cope during difficult times and
overall physical and emotional well being combining a rich choice of ideas with wonderful stories
quotes and her refreshingly intimate thoughts gained through a lifetime of writing dowrick s insights
and confidence make journal writing irresistible and your own life more enchanting included in
creative journal writing are u stories of how people have used journal writing to transform their lives
inspirational instructions guidelines and quotes key principles practical suggestions and helpful
hints 125 starter topics designed to help even the most reluctant journal writer more than forty
powerful exercises and much more

Reflections From Both Sides of the Glass Ceiling
2023-03-15

for stephanie battaglino her lifelong journey of self discovery closely paralleled her daily grind of
trudging up the corporate ladder her ongoing struggle to come to terms with her authentic self was
intertwined with her drive to have a successful career while she longed to be recognized for her
work she hid from her true self for decades lost in a maze of shame guilt and denial amidst the
successes and failures of working as a male in the corporate world stephanie finally realized that the
only path to career fulfillment was to embrace her true self once and for all that it resulted in her
becoming the first officer in the history of new york life to come out on the job as transgender is not
surprising what was surprising was her abrupt introduction to that generations old nemesis of
working women everywhere the glass ceiling what she quickly realized was that her embrace of her
authentic self came with a price the loss of male privilege reflections from both sides of the glass
ceiling finding my authentic self in corporate america is part memoir part cautionary tale of what it
is like to experience a career on both sides of the gender divide stephanie s frank honest and
vulnerable storytelling paints a vivid picture of what the intersection of gender and gender identity
looks like from a decidedly unique point of view in reflections from both sides of the glass ceiling
finding my authentic self in corporate america stephanie shares rare insight and perspective on
what she learned from her experience transcending the glass ceiling to find personal and
professional fulfillment stephanie s unique and very personal experience provides a powerful
trailblazing story of inspiration self discovery and triumph for all women

Reflections of Life
2016-12-16

what are todays truths they are flashes of inspirations from the father as i seek to please and love
him more each day i incline my ear to his mouth and he with his mouth to my ear speak lord i wake
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up each morning with an expectancy im expecting to receive a little bit more of his spirit a little bit
more of his enlightenment and a bit more of his truths as i circumcise my ear to hear my fathers
voice he speaks to my inward parts to the deep recesses of my soul he speaks to me at random times
throughout the day and night ever so gently and delicately these flutters of life moves me so deeply
moves me in a supernatural wayfrom one dimension to the nextto a place of security a place of sheer
hope and inspiration it feels like ive been here before is it possible this book came about when i
decided to share my truths with my facebook family and friends to my surprise ive gotten quite a few
thanks and appreciation for sharing these words spoke to them in the deep places of their everyday
lives just as they do for me some of these daily truths are inspired by past and current events that
have touched the core of me and will live forever in me the father is always speaking to his creation
you and i we are often too busy to give him our attention have you tuned your spiritual ear to hear
him he loves us and has always instructed us how to navigate through this world his word is truth
and lifeit lifts my soul and gives light to the path of my feet one thing i know for sure i cannot live
without the breath of his spirit i pray that you are moved to listen to the gentle whispers of the holy
spirit throughout the day write them down meditate on them and search the scripture to find the
word that lines up with what you received of him this book is by no means meant to replace the
reading of the holy bible but to inspire you to search the scriptures and to seek him the more
blessings

Don't Live to Die But Live to Love
2017-02-07

reflection is a powerful tool and journey through your life reflection is even more powerful as you
get older as you reflect over time you should hopefully receive wisdom understanding and gratitude
for the people places and purpose that were apart of our lives surprisingly it becomes crystal clear of
the things that were and were not important in our lives the moments in time that we didn t realize
how precious until they were gone some people we didn t know may have been angels put on earth
to walk us on this journey until they were gone join stephanie massey on her reflective and
evaluative journey through her past and present life in her sophomore book release her reflection
has brought a powerful resolve that don t live to die but live to love

Stephanie's Challenge
2016-06-10

stephanie michelakakis worked and sacrificed for her position as a lieutenant in the coalition she
was on track to become the first woman ever accepted into a royal guard specifically king jotham s
royal guard then a life altering injury shattered her dreams now she must figure out how to move on
with her life nicholas deffand was the youngest male ever named as the captain of king jotham s
royal guard he served and protected his king to the exclusion of everything else but now he s found a
woman who not only understood what his job entailed but his dedication to it as well these two
dedicated people never expected to find love will they be strong enough to make it work or will their
relationship be another sacrifice they must make

Inspirations
2008-11-19

life can be a long and complicated journey every life is different with distinct challenges yet even
with the uniqueness of each individual there are common issues that emerge which impact our lives
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in inspirations 21 daily reflections for rediscovering your authentic self stephanie clark a psychiatric
mental health nurse practitioner shares 21 uplifting stories and exercises on releasing doubt
overcoming limiting self perceptions and living from a place of authenticity and fulfillment the
messages provided are both simple and profound specific and expansive they encourage us to reject
fear embrace love and trust our own inner guidance the stories and reflections are messages of hope
reminding each of us that we are worthy of love and deserve an abundant existence

Improving Literacy Instruction With Classroom Research
2020-08-05

the author details the classroom research cycle and provides tools and sample completed projects to
help educators initiate their own research and improve literacy instruction

Reflections on 'A Course in Miracles'
2000-06-15

the third volume in a collection of essays from stephanie panayi s blog reflections on a course in
miracles which looks at the course in connection with the work of philosophers and psychologists
from throughout the ages

The Portfolio Organizer
2014-11-11

the portfolio organizer stands out as a superb contribution to the vital field of accountability for
learning this book is distinguished by the presence and integration of a conceptual framework and a
superb array of practical examples nearly every key issue is anticipated and addressed in this
accessible and clear treatment of a complex topic the reason that this book is so good is that the
authors have been immersed in pioneering work on portfolios for a decade they have developed their
ideas through work with their own students and through a wide range of research and evaluation
projects including new initiatives involving elementary and secondary school students initial
preparation of teachers and continuous professional development of teachers and administrators
they have learned by grappling with the complex issues of introducing evaluation that
simultaneously serves improvement and accountability goals the result is a great practical book that
can help educators develop their understanding and use of portfolios as a route to reform this book
provides educators with a flexible framework to guide decision making for effective and efficient use
of portfolios in classrooms and schools it is designed to assist classroom teachers administrators
staff developers and university professors in identifying organizing and acting upon the many
challenges and possibilities inherent in portfolio implementation specifically the portfolio organizer
targets the major categories of decision making and assists teachers in making decisions about
effective portfolio implementation in classrooms in addition the book addresses professional
portfolios and can be used by educators to develop and maintain their own portfolios note this
product listing is for the adobe acrobat pdf version of the book

A Journal for Your Weight Loss Journey
2023-07-03

making the choice to follow the disciplined path that promotes a healthy and fit lifestyle is not an
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easy decision for many to make once that decision is made many people still have a difficult time
staying focused and determining why their efforts are not successful stephanie singleton learned to
identify the areas in her life that were a blockage on her fitness journey through her self reflective
writing god revealed to her while writing her autobiographical account of her weight loss journey in
mommy is it a sin to be fat life lessons my father taught me many layers of issues that were leading
her on the endless road of emotional eating this self reflective journal is creatively designed using
bible scriptures weight loss stories pictures poems words of encouragement quotes and writing
prompts to help people to stay focused on their fitness goals while they begin to recognize the
barriers that may affect them while involved in their personal weight loss battle

The Secret Life of Carolyn Russell
2018-11-02

a true crime podcaster investigates a decades old suspected abduction in this powerful psychological
suspense novel 1979 sixteen year old carolyn russell grows increasingly infatuated with her school
mathematics teacher who is also giving her private lessons then she disappears 2014 struggling
journalist stephanie brett creates a true crime podcast focused on the disappearance of carolyn
russell by digging deep into this mysterious cold case her confidence and flagging career are
boosted but after she confronts the suspects and talks to a potential witness the leads dry up
however stephanie refuses to let the story rest can a small time journalist with a shoestring podcast
really hope to reconstruct the ultimate fate of carolyn russell after all these years or are some
secrets best left buried takes hold of the head and the heart and simply does not let go jacquelyn
mitchard 1 new york times bestselling author of the good son captures the zeitgeist for each period
with telling accuracy suzanne goldring bestselling author of my name is eva a rare and thrilling book
that manages to be thoughtful and intelligent joanna barnard author of hush little baby

Pre-Service and In-Service Teacher Education: Concepts,
Methodologies, Tools, and Applications
2019-09-19

as with any industry the education sector goes through frequent changes due to modern
technological advancements it is every educator s duty to keep up with these shifting requirements
and alter their teaching style to best fit the needs of their classroom pre service and in service
teacher education concepts methodologies tools and applications explores the current state of pre
service teacher programs as well as continuing education initiatives for in service educators it also
emphasizes the growing role of technology in teacher skill development and training as well as key
pedagogical developments and methods highlighting a range of topics such as teacher preparation
programs teaching standards and fieldwork and practicum experiences this multi volume book is
designed for pre service teachers teacher educators researchers professionals and academics in the
education field

Reflections on 'a Course in Miracles'
2024

a collection of essays on the practical application of principles from a course in miracles
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The Four G's
2012-10-18

the 4 g s a commitment to your personal and entrepreneurial growth this book explores goals
gratitude generosity and grace offering practical advice on incorporating these principles into your
life beyond a guide it s a 2024 planner with spaces for tracking daily experiences quarterly goals and
reflections it features daily affirmations and bible verses to inspire positivity regular reflection
fosters self awareness enabling effective responses to stress ideal for cultivating well being reducing
anxiety and enhancing growth this journal is about mindfulness and success every entry brings you
closer to your goals here s to your journey of discovery growth and fulfillment happy journaling

Teaching Creative Writing
2004

teaching creative writing includes lively contributions from two dozen leading practitioners in the
field topics addressed include history of creative writing workshops undergraduate postgraduate
reflective activities assessment critical theory and information technology

Reflective Practice in Malaysian Teacher Education
1993-10

this book explores how malaysian student teachers practice reflection during their teaching
practicum how practice contexts influenced their practices and which aspects of professional
knowledge were constructed from their reflective practices it was found that there were two levels
of reflective practices among student teachers the public level consisted of reflections through
existing mechanisms post conference discussions post lesson analyses and weekly journals
reflections were very weak at this level at the private level student teachers reflected deeply upon
their experiences they examined their own teaching their pupils and their beliefs or values about
teaching however these reflections were not documented reflections at this private level were rich
and varied but they were not visible to the supervisors two significant findings are that student
teachers reflective practices lacked an element of inquiry and that reflective practices were carried
out individual

What Does a Woman Want?
2018-06-01

examines the question what does a woman want through close readings of autobiographical texts by
virginia woolf simone de beauvoir adrienne rich sigmund freud and honore de balzac

Cultures of Care in Aging
2011-07-15

this book is about caring for elderly persons in the 21th century it shows that care has many facets
and is influenced by many factors central topics of this book thus include the relation between the
person depending on care and the care giver s the impacts of caregiving on the family and the larger
social context as well as socio cultural and political aspects underlying the growing need for and the
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practice of formal and informal care it is evident that care as a real life phenomenon of our time
needs the co operation of multiple disciplines to better understand describe explain and modify
phenomena of elder care such a need for cross disciplinary research is even more urgent given the
increasing population aging and the impending gaps between demand and supply of care the
present book is dedicated to this approach and provides a first substantive integration of knowledge
from geropsychology other gerosciences and cultural psychologies by a multi disciplinary cast of
internationally renowned authors cultural psychology emerged as a valuable partner of the
gerosciences by contributing essentially to a deeper understanding of the relevant issues reading of
this book provides the reader researcher or practitioner with new insights of where the problems of
advancing age take our caring tasks in our 21st century societies and it opens many new directions
for further work in the field finally and above all this book is also a strong plea for solidarity between
generations in family and society in a rapidly changing globalized world

Tempting Tara
2015-08-03

southern scandals bestselling author gina wilkins has created an unforgettable trilogy aobut three
southern women and the secrets they re hiding straitlaced tara mcbride had always done things by
the book unlike the rest of her scandalous family she was the smart one the one most likely to
succeed until blake a sexy as sin thrill seeking p i showed up on her doorstep suddenly tara was
dodging bullets running from the law and making mad passionate love with blake every night she
was having the time of her life but would blake still want her when their adventure was over ms
wilkins creates wonderfully vivid characters to fascinate her many many fans romantic times

Handbook of Research on Teacher Education in the Digital
Age
2020-01-20

traditional classrooms are fast becoming a minority in the education field as technologies continue
to develop as a pervasive aspect of modern society educators must be trained to meet the demands
and opportunities afforded by this technology rich landscape the handbook of research on teacher
education in the digital age focuses on the needs of teachers as they redesign their curricula and
lessons to incorporate new technological tools including theoretical frameworks empirical research
and best practices this book serves as a guide for researchers educators and faculty and professional
developers of distance learning tools

Reflections on 'a Course in Miracles'
2019-06-11

volume two of a collection of posts from stephanie panayi s blog reflections on a course in miracles
combining the thoughts of philosophers psychologists and principles from the course to further our
understanding of healing and practice of forgiveness a collection of essays from stephanie panayi s
blog reflections on a course in miracles which discusses the practical application of the course s
theory with reference to philosophers musicians literary folk and the odd television program about
the author stephanie panayi has worked as a counsellor and rolfer tm graduating from the rolf
institute usa and brazil in 1998 and from swinburne university australia with a degree in psychology
and psychophysiology in 2004 stephanie came across a course in miracles twenty years ago along
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with the teachings of dr kenneth wapnick which have greatly informed her understanding of the
course she integrated the course s principles within her professional practice and now enjoys
writing from a course perspective her first book above the battleground the courageous path to
emotional autonomy and inner peace was released in 2019 stephanie is based in melbourne australia

Emotions and Crime
2020-02-15

in spite of the fact that crime is an emotive topic the question of emotion has been largely
overlooked in criminological research which has tended instead to examine criminal conduct in
terms of structural background variables or rational decision making building on research into
emotions within sociology this book seeks to show how criminologists can in fact take emotions
seriously and why criminology needs to begin considering emotions as a central element of its
theoretical conceptual and methodological apparatus thematically organised and presenting both
empirical and theoretical studies emotions and crime pays attention to the different emotional
dimensions of crime victimhood the criminal justice system the practice of criminological research
and the discipline of criminology bringing together the work of an international team of authors and
discussing research into violence punishment gender imprisonment and mass atrocity this volume
shows how crime and emotions are inextricably connected and illustrates both the hidden and
pervasive role of emotions in criminological work

Walking with Christ: Life Stories of Jeanne Wieck Atkins
with Scriptural Reflections by Stephanie Engelman
2015-05-14

it s been a rough rough time jeanne atkins says of the years in which she lost her husband her son
and her daughter while also struggling with the aftermath of another son s aneurism and stroke but i
m glad god chose me to walk with him i think of christ carrying his cross and i imagine i m walking
right beside him carrying mine now combining the stories of her life with scripture verses and
spiritual reflections jeanne hopes that others will learn from her experiences and that they too may
experience a life spent walking with christ

Stephanie’s Stepside, Episode 2:
2023-03-22

in this first sequel to stephanie s stepside mair s graduate student protagonist stephanie carson of
the western san joaquin valley is back in the massive fields lying poisoned by toxic waste in an effort
to restore to productivity the huge once fertile semi arid lake bed of the ancient tulare lake region of
california she has brought a whole team of young experts due to stephanie s excellent master s
project preparation episode 2 begins only months after stephanie s uc davis research team has been
selected and has just begun its work of verifying stephanie s research because of the supercharged
economic engine that the california western central valley had been powerful political and economic
forces are soon preparing to clash in the hot dusty and now lifeless fields of the western central
valley it is not long before the silence of undulating heat waves slow dancing over a test field is
broken by the sharp report of a high powered rifle the slump of a figure beside an old but well kept
red pickup and the metal on metal spang of a heavy bullet ricocheting away follow moments later
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Worship and Power
2021-11-11

christian worship emerges from and speaks back into human relationships that are necessarily
shaped by power and authority free churches structure and negotiate power in relation to worship in
ways that reflect the decentralization local diversity and personal agency that characterize many
aspects of free church theology and practice this volume models how dialogue among scholars and
practitioners of free church worship as well as dialogue with the wider church can be mutually
enriching as christians strive together to worship in ways that are faithful and just

The Boy With Glasses
2023-10-23

when teddy looks in the mirror he only sees the awful things that the bullies call him unable to see
his true reflection teddy goes through his days hiding from his image and wondering how to look
normal like everyone else that is until he meets grace well except that grace can t see her true
reflection either can teddy help grace see that her uniqueness makes her beautiful will teddy get to
see his true reflection the boy with glasses invites children to discover the gift that is them
regardless of what others might think or say join teddy and grace in a story where differences make
us beautiful and similarities bring us together

Global Failure and World Literature
2018-07-24

while the contemporary era has witnessed a series of spectacular failures with severe and
widespread global consequences failure is still broadly understood on an individual level while its
broader causes and consequences receive little attention this book reconceptualises failure as a
method for characterising and critiquing systems and institutions on both a global and a local level it
defines global failure as comprising global inequality economic crisis and ecological disaster and as
a condition which informs and is informed by localised failure it examines the negotiation between
global and local failure in narratives of failed quests by four contemporary authors cormac mccarthy
julia kristeva michael ondaatje and basma abdel aziz as a genre the quest narrative is associated
with the idea of hard won success the failed quest narrative or the narrative of the failed quest is
therefore the ideal vehicle through which to examine the socio political and institutional conditions
of failure primarily a contribution to the field of world literature this book is also relevant to those
with an interest in the contemporary novel failure studies and the quest narrative

The Collected Novels Volume Three
2023-11-24

three thought provoking novels from the man booker prize winning british novelist of this sporting
life and an absorbing writer the new yorker the son of a coal miner who went on to play
professionally in the rugby league british author david storey drew heavily on his own background
for his debut novel this sporting life which won the 1960 macmillan fiction award and was made into
a film with richard harris the leading novelist of his generation storey was also a playwright and
screenwriter going on to win the man booker prize for his novel saville the daily telegraph collected
here storey s characters range from a seventeen year old compulsive note writer to a seventy year
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old suicidal art historian and a middle aged sports columnist but they all share a common trait a
profound questioning of life s meaning thin ice skater an angst ridden seventeen year old who shares
intimate details of his life in the form of memos written to himself rick audlin first goes to live with
his much older film producer half brother gerry whose second wife martha a former movie star has
been committed to a mental institution when gerry has to go abroad rick moves in with his long
estranged other half brother james a failed crime novelist and is seduced by clare james s wife but
rick begins to realize something else is going on something that will eventually lead him to a
shattering secret in his family as it happened after a failed suicide attempt in front of a moving train
seventy year old art historian and professor emeritus matthew maddox attends art therapy classes
hoping to find meaning in his life although he feels isolated maddox does have his champions simone
his lover and partner is returning from an analysts conference in vienna there is also his former
mentor whose wartime past fascinates maddox his older sister sarah and his younger brother paul
and eric taylor once his most promising student now a convicted murderer in whom maddox sees
echoes of his own life a novel packed with argument and written with a close attention to the
significance of gesture the thing seen the sound heard the thought apprehended the scotsman
present times former playwright frank attercliffe cowrites a sports column about football and lives
with his children in relative peace until the night his wife who left him three years ago for a car
dealer returns home and announces she wants to move back in just one catch she wants frank to
move out i enjoyed this book for its savagery its stoically enduring hero its taut explosive dialogue
the sunday telegraph

Equity in Global Health Research
2020-11-20

this thoughtful book offers unique insights on global health research drawing attention to the equity
choices embedded in day to day patterns and assumptions that shape how people do think about and
navigate research it invites readers to position equity as the driving principle and purpose of this
field and presents a plethora of examples that demonstrate how to navigate the complex work of
centring equity in research this book provides foundational content on the standards of guiding
equity considerations in global health with chapters adopting cross disciplinary methods of engaging
in equity thinking and doing chapters explore applications of six distinct elements of the ccghr
principles for global health research including partnering authentically embracing inclusion sharing
benefits committing to the future acting on causes of inequities and practicing humility each chapter
is accompanied with engaging reflection questions this book is a pivotal resource for those who
perform use or support global equity health research it will appeal to students researchers policy
makers professionals and funders as well as those with an interest in and commitment to centring
equity in their approaches to doing using or supporting health research

Mirror Effect
2015-03-19

what do you do when all you see in the mirror is someone you hate when your very reflection makes
the monsters come reflections have power no one knows this better than hope a young woman who
has lost everyone she has ever known or cared about to bloody massacres and destruction of which
she has no memory in a desperate attempt to escape a shadowy past and a pointless future hope sets
out on a path to stop the monsters that come and find out who she is and where she truly belongs
with some surprising new friends she learns to let go of the darkness within and discovers a great
power that has been locked away and that true evil still lurks
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Stephanie's Diary
1994-08

stephanie grew up in a dysfunctional household her mother a former model became a slave to drugs
and prostitution when stephanie was only ten years old she didn t think twice about putting her
children in harm s way especially her daughter she even loaned her daughter to clients in exchange
for drugs attempting to turn her life around stephanie moved out ready for a new beginning full of
promise but the demons from her past would not allow her to live peacefully starting over was a
concept that stephanie came to know all too well as she struggled to survive her senior year while
floundering in a world of cruelty and violence she yearned to turn over a new leaf but wondered if
she could ever escape the past and leave her childhood horror behind her

Deceptions
2024-01-23

twin sisters sabrina the high society woman and stephanie the suburban housewife decide to trade
places with surprising results

The 5 Principles of Parenting
2020-09-21

new york times bestseller let go of perfect and become a transformative positive influence in a child
s life while creating your own definition of success from developmental psychologist and podcaster
dr aliza pressman my go to for how we all raise good humans including ourselves drew barrymore in
the age of high pressure parenting when so many of us feel like we ve got to get everything exactly
right the first time dr aliza pressman is the compassionate reassuring expert we all need and the one
whose advice we can all use already beloved by listeners of hit podcast raising good humans dr
pressman distills it all with a handful of strategies every parent can use to get things right often
enough relationship reflection regulation rules and repair the 5 principles of parenting doesn t
presume to tell you how to parent with my way is right advice because the science is clear there s no
one right way to raise good humans no matter how you were raised how your coparent behaves or
how your kids have been parented up until now you can start using the 5 principles of parenting to
chart a manageable course for raising good humans that s aligned with your own values and with
your children s unique temperaments whether you re in the trenches with a toddler or a tween
because spoiler alert the tantrums of childhood mirror the tantrums of adolescence it s never too
late to learn to use these 5 principles to reparent yourself and help your kids build the resilience
they need to thrive through practice and normalizing imperfection along the way you ll discover the
person you re ultimately raising is yourself by becoming more intentional people we become better
parents by becoming better parents we become better people let s get started

Music Therapy in a Multicultural Context
2014-06-30

music therapy professionals work with diverse population groups and this book provides therapists
and those in training with the tools to integrate understanding of different cultural and social
identities into their practice topics addressed include heritage age location identity and health
beliefs and how to understand the dynamics of the variety of different cultures which music
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therapists will encounter in the course of their practice each chapter is written by an expert on a
topic of personal interest in music therapy explored through a multicultural lens the chapters
include anecdotes case studies and practical activities to try while encouraging the reader to reflect
on their own identity as a music therapist this book is essential reading for all music therapy
professionals wanting to practice in a culturally informed manner and respect the needs
contributions and strengths of every client

Something to read, ed. by E.J. Brett. [With] Something to
read novelette
2014-11-11

what does teaching look like at its very best how are great teachers able to ignite a love of learning
and change students lives in this book you ll learn from seven remarkable teachers who stretch
beyond the conventional foundations of good teaching to transform their classrooms into exciting
dynamic places where teachers and students cocreate the learning experience based on six years of
extensive work the book outlines a framework that identifies four dimensions of effective teaching
and learning that are integrated in these highly effective teachers classrooms and that all teachers
can use to recognize and release the potential in themselves and their students

The Best Teacher in You
2009-03-16

fifteen year old alyx atlas was raised as a boy yet she knows something others don t she s a girl and
after her dad dies it becomes painfully obvious that she must prove it now to herself and to the world
born with ambiguous genitalia alyx has always felt a little different but it s after she sustains a
terrible beating behind a 7 eleven that she and her mother pack up their belongings and move from
california to milwaukee wisconsin to start a new life and alyx begins over again this time as a girl
alyx quickly makes new friends earns a spot on the girls varsity basketball team and for the first
time in her life feels like she fits in that is until her prowess on the court proves too much for the
jealous hotheaded pepper pitmani who sets out to uncover alyx s secret a dangerous game of truth
or dare exposes alyx s difference and will disqualify her entire basketball team from competing in
the state championships unless alyx can prove once and for all that she is a girl but will alyx find the
courage to stand up for the truth of her personhood or will she do what she s always done run away
whatever she decides she knows there s much more at stake than a championship win a stunning
debut young adult novel from bridget birdsall double exposure brings to light complex gender issues
teenage insecurities and overcoming all obstacles sky pony press with our good books racehorse and
arcade imprints is proud to publish a broad range of books for young readers picture books for small
children chapter books books for middle grade readers and novels for young adults our list includes
bestsellers for children who love to play minecraft stories told with lego bricks books that teach
lessons about tolerance patience and the environment and much more while not every title we
publish becomes a new york times bestseller or a national bestseller we are committed to books on
subjects that are sometimes overlooked and to authors whose work might not otherwise find a home

Double Exposure
2023-12-18

the learning portfolio is a powerful complement to traditional measures of student achievement and
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a widely diverse method of recording intellectual growth this second edition of this important book
offers new samples of print and electronic learning portfolios an academic understanding of and
rationale for learning portfolios and practical information that can be customized offers a review of
the value of reflective practice in student learning and how learning portfolios support assessment
and collaboration includes revised sample assignment sheets guidelines criteria evaluation rubrics
and other material for developing print and electronic portfolios

The Learning Portfolio
2019-05-15

this fully revised and expanded second edition focusses on high risk youth whose struggles include
neglect and abuse alcohol and drug abuse the risk of being exploited mental health issues and the
inability to self regulate and trust a population of youth that government child welfare services and
community agencies struggle to serve adequately the focus has traditionally been on punishment
consequence interventions and demanding compliance but experience and research shows that they
can be better served through relationship based practice incorporating harm reduction principles
resiliency and strength based approaches community collaboration and an understanding that these
youth typically come from experiences of early trauma impacting their brain development and their
ability to form attachments with new material on attachment trauma and brain development the
perfect storm youth how to end relationships shame and societal divisions this book provides an
overview of the get connected practice framework and philosophy which has been successfully used
in canada and new zealand and provides strategies for engaging and working with the most
disconnected challenging and troubled youth in society it will be required reading for all agency
service providers community outreach workers youth workers group home workers probation
officers foster parents adoptive parents service navigators counsellors addictions workers mental
health workers teachers youth group leaders and youth pastors advisors in religious settings and
camp counsellors

Working with High-Risk Youth

this book focuses on storytelling and human life by exploring the possibilities of narrative
approaches across numerous disciplines and in diverse contexts stories are humanity s oldest way of
making meaning of our past present and future

Storytelling: Global Reflections on Narrative
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